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Something has drastically changed and this is due to the Shema RTR.
The Shema switches off the Jewish god-form, when you do it. The Jews are connected to this godform, they are the vessel for it to act though - even unconsciously. The Shema is about maintaining
this connection. Their god-form is the energetic force that opens all the doors for them to advance
their agenda, even using them unconsciously, to push this properly.
The Shema RTR opens the door for all the other RTRs to work, without resistance, and rakes the
enemy spiritually.
The purpose of the Shema, in Kabbalah, is openly stated to bring about their Jew World Order. This
is why.
No matter what, do the Shema RTR daily, before you do the others. This is why the Jews are in
panic-mode.
This also played out in the recent Italian elections. Nationalist anti-EU parties now form half the
new government and they might join into a coalition, controlling half the government, as one.
This is just the start of the new wave of changes, socially and politically, in Europe - the Jews at the
top know it.
They also witnessed the rise of new social change with the Trump campaign. They just had a
President elected on soft White Nationalist slogans and policies. The Jews have wrote the writing is
on the wall for them in America due to what Trump represents in social shifts it’s only going to keep
going more this direction.
In a year their Democratic Party has collapsed, totally, on every level. They needed this to bring
about the final controls. While the chances for their ‘Leftist revolution’ and demographic-change
has run out of power - even the old guard Jewish bosses are getting kicked out of the Democratic
Party.
They also found out that they can't fool the Trump base - Trump started promoting gun-grabbing the reaction was against this from his own base, it was strong.
The Goyim are not going back to sleep.
The Jews have also failed to control the media. They have lost Hollywood; the scandals came back
with the Shema RTR and they are not getting away from this. Hardly anyone tuned into watch the
Hollywood Oscars and Hollywood is going broke.
CNN is going broke and losing all their ratings.
Their purge of Youtube failed as well, totally.
Like I mentioned before, remember that movie "They Live"? It’s about the Jews. They don't even
hide this. The first alien who the main hero confronts is an open, rich, Jewish Yenta - in a store full
of uptown rich Jews. What happened when they located the signal the aliens were using to take over
the planet and switched it off...? Everyone woke up and the aliens plans failed.
The Shema RTR is like that.
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Since the Italian election, the Rabbis have reeled in their sleep - their dreams haunted by the
supreme sound of.....Italo Disco.
The anti-Semitism of it all, just terrifying their evil dreams.
Anything cool that happens in Italy terrifies the Kikes. They never have forgotten the Roman
Empire and still hate it to this day. Hence why they made Jebooism...
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